at Göttingen and in Paris. He later taught at the University of Liverpool and the University of Manchester before immigrating in 1910 to the United States. Like Wear, he had a Hopkins doctorate (1913) .
Throop Polytechnic Institute hired Bateman in 1917 as a professor of aeronautical research and mathematical physics. By then he had already compiled an impressive record as a mathematician: some seventy scientific papers on topics ranging from geometry to earthquake waves, a British Association report on the history and theory of integral equations, a Cambridge University monograph on Maxwell's equations, and a textbook in press on differential equations. 2 To make ends meet, he lectured at the Bureau of Standards and reviewed papers for the Weather Bureau. At Throop, Bateman was given a free hand to develop the theoretical side of aeronautics, to suggest experimental work in a small wind tunnel under construction on campus, and to offer some advanced courses. He taught the first courses in aerodynamics and related subjects at the institute, including propeller theories, aerology, and elasticity [Gre-Goo 84]. 3 Bateman's forte was not the kind of "applied mathematics" that the Hungarian-born engineer Theodore von Kármán, the first director of Caltech's Guggenheim Aeronautical Laboratory, later brought to bear so successfully on the problems of the aircraft industry. The theoretical physicist Paul Ehrenfest, writing to his wife from Pasadena in 1924, marveled at Bateman's uncanny mathematical ability but was not persuaded that the mathematician grasped the physics underlying his calculations. Ehrenfest describes a discussion he had with Bateman about some of his papers in mathematical physics as follows: "After a few questions over a half hour I could hardly see what he did or did not accomplish. He is a very pleasant fellow … can calculate wonderfully, i.e., he has 'calculational intuition', but jumps around helplessly in the volcano of his calculations, he has no physical intuition" [Ehr 24].
Millikan had apparently given Bell some indication that he might build up pure mathematics at the institute now that matrices had come into fashion in physics, thanks to the recent invention of matrix mechanics as a way to formulate quantum theory. But Bell came to understand even before setting foot on the campus that Millikan's "conversion" was something of a delusion. As he told Aristotle Michal, a job-hunting postdoc in mathematics whom he had met at Harvard, "Our first job will be to convert Millikan to pure mathematics-he thinks he is already converted, but he hasn't passed the half of his salvation" [Bel 26a ]. In a letter to Harvard mathematician George Birkhoff, he noted that the institute's stars were the theoretical physicist Paul Epstein, an expert on quantum theory; the "inexhaustible" Harry Bateman, who wore many scientific hats; and Richard Chace Tolman, who was "a mathematician gone wrong on chemistry" [Bel 26b ].
In short, Bell was well aware of the lesser status of pure mathematics at Caltech, but he had hopes of turning Millikan around. "To my way of thinking," he told Michal, "Pasadena has the most interesting possibilities of anyplace in the United States" [Bel 26b ]. In the same letter, Bell spoke of the institute's need "to build up the library and, by prevailing on Millikan to take on a few good young men, to make the place as strong in mathematics (pure) as it is in applied." Millikan, according to Bell, had given him a free hand "to work out my own problems," with the understanding that Bell was to "help with the math. physics," a task Bell thought more suitable for H. P. Robertson , who had been his student at the University of Washington.
Bell had reasons for optimism. Pure mathematics had blossomed into an active and expanding discipline in the United States in the decade following the end of World War I. In 1926 his own publishing record, which had begun at Washington in 1915, ran to sixty-eight titles, a substantial number for a ten-year period (and just a fraction of his career total of more than three hundred, not counting his fictional output as John Taine [H] e is great in his field, theory of numbers") and his publishing record ("very prolific") but questioned whether Bell's long list of papers told the whole story (" [W] hen it comes to papers outside his specialty, his work is not always of high order") [Bir 25 ]. Dickson, however, lavished praise on Bell, describing him as "an A1 mathematician of very exceptional ability in research of high order on fundamental subjects…I have long been strongly impressed by his unusual originality and his success in research of fundamental character" [Dic 25 ]. He predicted that Bell would be elected to the academy before Bateman was, which proved correct: Bell would be elected in 1927; Bateman's election followed in 1930, two years after he became a fellow of the Royal Society of London. If Millikan wanted to hire Bell, added Dickson, "You could hardly…get a better man," and he cautioned that Chicago also had its eye on Bell. Nor would the Seattle mathematician likely leave the Pacific Northwest without an annual salary of $5,000 or better, a figure the famously penny-pinching Millikan stored away for future reference.
As Dickson noted, Bell did not lack for academic suitors. Flush with sharing the Bôcher Prize, he spent the summer of 1925 lecturing on his own material at the University of Chicago and the fall semester at Harvard. He also had offers of professorships from the University of Michigan, Bryn Mawr, and Columbia University in his pocket, while Chicago began to woo him. Millikan, in discussing the need for expansion of Caltech's mathematics faculty before his Executive Council in early 1926, concluded that everything short of kidnapping should be done to acquire Bell. Bell, in turn, used Columbia's tantalizing offer of $7,500 to secure a quick response from Millikan. Within a month, he and Millikan had reached an agreement for an annual salary of $6,000.
Mathematics on the West Coast
Bell accepted Millikan's invitation to come to Caltech because the institute had already acquired a certain cachet in scientific circles and, perhaps just as important, because it was situated on the West Coast. A graduate of Stanford University in mathematics in 1904, Bell had earned a master's degree in mathematics from the University of Washington in 1908. He took his Ph.D. (1912) at Columbia University but signed up to teach in the Pacific Northwest even before he had turned in his dissertation. He liked to say that the West Coast, while underdeveloped, had the potential to equal anything the East Coast establishment had to offer. Bell chose Caltech over other institutions in part to prove his point. He railed against the stuffy traditions at schools such as Harvard; indeed, he would later warn at least one younger colleague that "the Eastern places" were "not the whole cheese," adding that even Washington was "better than some potty Eastern college" [Bel 26c ]. In the West, one could at least breathe fresh air.
Bell's championing of the Far West mirrors the regional factionalism that accompanied the growth of mathematics in America. His instincts proved sound: during the 1920s and 1930s mathematics on the West Coast began coming into its own. In 1924 E. R. Hedrick, the first president of the Mathematical Association of America (an organization itself born of regional factionalism), left the University of Missouri to become chairman of the mathematics department at UCLA, then a brand new school in Southern California. An able administrator, Hedrick worked considerable improvements in mathematics during his tenure. The thirties saw the arrival at UCLA of refugee (Millikan wants him) , and then for you," he told Michal. "You and he will not conflict; he is primarily an applied mathematician" [Bel 26b ]. Bell planned to "ditch" (his word) on Robertson the task of teaching the applied side of mathematics. "I have so many things I really want to do that I can't take time to be expert in math. physics," he wrote to Robertson, just before leaving Seattle. "For instance, I have recently opened up a whole new field in 'General Arith.' where there are hundreds of things to be done, and where the job can be best executed by one man working with a lot of able students" [Bel 26c ]. Michal would sign on in 1929, but it took almost two more decades to snare Robertson.
The story of mathematics at Caltech in the interwar years is marked by a tangle of personalities and rivalries among Bell's small group of mathematicians. Relations between Michal and Bell would eventually degenerate into name-calling and shouting. 4 Michal also seemed to be getting the most graduate students, which upset Bell. 
"A Kid Named Robertson"
Our story begins back in 1922, when Bell, who was offering a course in mechanics at the University of Washington, encountered "a kid named H. P. Robertson" in his class who breezed through the assignments. In a letter to Harold Hotelling, a former student who later became a distinguished statistician, Bell marveled: "He was just 19 last month, and he goes through the most difficult problems and theory like a shot. Even complicated set-ups in problems by Lagrange's equations don't bother him in the least…Robertson is a prize" [Bel 22 ].
Bell took Robertson under his wing-much to the consternation of Washington's conservative mathematicians, who believed that research did not go hand in hand with good teaching-and got him interested in the theory of relativity. Bell taught a relativity course in the university's mathematics department, and Robertson took it in his senior year. Bell also persuaded Robertson to stay another year at Washington to continue studying mathematics, electricity, and relativity, using, for the last, Hermann Weyl's Raum-Zeit-Materie as his textbook. "If I were 15 years younger," Bell confided to Hotelling in 1922, "I would go into relativity; as it is, I hate to scrap the detailed knowledge of the theory of numbers which has taken so long to acquire" [Bel 22 ].
Robertson, however, followed the path of relativity and never looked back. With a bachelor's degree in 1922 and a master's in 1923 from Washington under his belt, he enrolled at Caltech for advanced graduate work in the fall of 1923 on Bell's recommendation. There were at the time at least three scientists at the institute who were interested in relativity: Tolman, especially as it applied to cosmology; Bateman, in the more technical mathematical problems; and Epstein, Caltech's sole theoretical physicist. At one of Caltech's weekly physics research conferences later that year, Robertson gave a talk on relativity in which he credited Bell with sparking his interest in the subject. Millikan and Epstein, who were in the audience, congratulated Robertson afterward on a fine talk; Robertson dodged the compliment by heaping praise on Bell. Millikan filed the name away. "Thanks for tooting my horn," Bell later wrote to Robertson. "I know what they want and they've got him-Bateman" [Bel 24 ]. Still, Bell appeared ready to pack his bags and head south. As he told Robertson in closing, "I'd sell my left foot to get into a job in California." Before Bell managed to plant both feet in the Southland, Robertson had obtained a Caltech Ph.D., with a major in mathematical physics and a minor in mathematics. He l e a r n e d q u a n t u m mechanics and physic a l h y d r o d y n a mi c s f r o m v i s i t i n g scientists Ehrenfest and Vilhelm Bjerknes; statistical mechanics, electricity and magnetism, and advanced dynamics from Epstein; and various other subjects under Bateman's guidance, including vector analysis, potential theory, transcendental functions, and integral equations. He completed his dissertation in 1925 on a topic in relativity, "On dynamical spacetimes which contain a conformal Euclidean 3-space", under Bateman's direction and then crossed the Atlantic for a year's study in Germany as a National Research Council Fellow in mathematics. The fellowship was renewed for a second year with the promise of a third either at Harvard or Princeton. Robertson spoke of permanently locating in Pasadena from 1928 on, "but that is as yet unsettled," he wrote in spring 1927 to a family friend [Abe 27]. "I have had suggestions from other universities looking for an assistant professor [of] mathematics or mathematical physics, and it may be to our advantage to go to one of these in spite of our preference for Pasadena." By this time, as he later recalled in a brief autobiographical sketch, "I found myself very much more interested in the physical application than in the mathematics itself" [Rob 51a ].
In June 1927 Millikan wrote to Robertson, who was still in Germany and expecting to continue his N.R.C. Fellowship at Princeton, and offered him a faculty position, effective September 1928, with the status of assistant professor of mathematics on leave until that time. Robertson seemed delighted by the invitation and quickly sent back his acceptance letter. From then on, Bell began hounding his former student to publish, publish quickly, and publish often. By this time, the chemist Linus Pauling had begun to create a stir at the institute, and Bell warned Robertson that there was "one and only one way to beat him. You know what it is as well as I do" [Bel 27a ].
There is no evidence to suggest that Robertson cared one way or the other about who was top dog on campus, but judging by this admonition it might have mattered to Bell, who in any case seems to have enjoyed lecturing Robertson on the need to write up his work and submit it for publication. "Millikan and the lot are watching you to see whether you can do it…for your own sake, if not God's, make good, and do it in a hurry" [Bel 28 ].
In 
The Contretemps with Robertson
On March 20, a day after receiving Michal's telegram, Bell wrote an uncharacteristically icy letter to Robertson in Princeton-a letter totally out of keeping with the usually informal, sometimes bawdy, tone of the correspondence between the two friends-in which he intimated that Robertson might be better off teaching somewhere other than at Caltech. "This is rather an official letter, written at the request of [Millikan's assistant, Earnest] Watson and Dr. Millikan," Bell began by way of explanation. "They want to know whether you are definitely planning to return here next year… As you know, the rule here is no advancement in either rank or salary unless a man is productive. So if you see anything that you consider more attractive, please let us know as soon as possible. We must know definitely by April 1st." While "I personally hope you will accept, and fight it out on the lines List of contributors to E. T. Bell's retirement gift in 1953. More than thirty friends and colleagues signed the flyleaf of the 1670 edition of Diophantus' Arithmetica, including Jake Zeitlin, the legendary Los Angeles rare book dealer who brokered the sale.
proposed," Bell wrote in closing, he emphasized again that there was "absolutely no chance here for a man who is not productive" [Bel 29a ]. On April 1 , Robertson sent Millikan a telegram saying that "under present circumstances" he felt obliged to request release from his appointment. Marietta Fay, Robertson's daughter, recalls that "both my parents were deeply hurt by Bell's letter. They never forgave him" [Rei 93 ].
A few days later, in a letter to Bell and Millikan, Robertson explained that he had gotten the impression that "the Institute is not satisfied with my work during the two years which have elapsed since the appointment" [Rob 29a ]. On April 20, Bell replied, wondered if they were still on speaking terms, and said that he thought Robertson had "made the mistake of your life in turning down what was offered" at Caltech. As a "final parting piece of advice," he warned Robertson to "get busy, and show the world that you are doing something," all the while insisting that he took "personally the full responsibility" for the events that caused Robertson to resign [Bel 29b ]. Robertson responded that there were no hard feelings but that Bell's apparent change of attitude toward him in the space of one year, and what seemed to Robertson to be the institute's view of him as an inadequate "producer", had left him no alternative but to resign, as "the only self-respecting thing to do" [Rob 29b ].
Robertson's mother visited Bell and his wife, Toby, in Pasadena the following year and added her own postscript to this bizarre tale. It seemed to her, as she wrote to her son and daughter-in-law, that the Bells' admiration for her son was mixed with jealousy, stemming from the esteem in which both Richard Tolman and Princeton's mathematicians held him [A M Rob 30] .
Just how "unproductive" had Robertson actually been? According to his bibliography, he published eleven papers between 1924 and 1929 on topics ranging from differential geometry and quantum theory to relativistic cosmology, including an article in 1929 in Physical Review on the uncertainty principle, which remains to this day among his most cited papers [Rob 29c ]. It was not a great number, to be sure, compared with the twenty-nine papers Bell had whipped out in the first six years of his own career. Bell put a premium on showmanship, visibility, and a high profile, which is probably why he kept telling Robertson to publish his work in bits and pieces and to do it quickly rather than wait until he had pulled things together. The American mathematics community, Bell argued, likely wouldn't understand it either way. Bell continually admonished Robertson to put himself forward in every way possible-to line up offers of positions at other institutions, for example, which would impress Millikan, who "eats up this sort of thing" [Bel 28 ]. He seems to have feared that Robertson would end up like the diffident Bateman, whose priority in certain matters concerning special relativity, Bell believed, went unappreciated [Bel 24 ]. However, Robertson's intransigence suggests that he simply did not like being told what to do by other mathematicians.
After he turned Caltech down, Robertson was offered a position in Princeton's mathematics department. He refused that offer and requested instead a position like the one he had just spurned from Caltech, which would have allowed him to teach physics as well as mathematics. The university countered by offering him an assistant professorship of mathematical physics with a seat in both departments, a situation he accepted but would later vow never to repeat [Rob 51a ]. With the exception of a oneyear sabbatical leave in 1935-1936 (which he spent in Pasadena "at the scene of some of my former indiscretions" [Rob 35a ]), Princeton remained his academic home until his permanent return to Caltech in 1947. During his tenure at Princeton, Robertson rose to prominence as one of the pivotal figures in the United States in the working out of the general theory of relativity. So when he returned to Caltech, he did so on his own terms. As he later recalled, "I had had enough of two sets of department meetings and of the intellectual arrogance of mathematicians, and elected to go into the Physics Department, although I had been offered my choice" [Rob 51a ].
Bell never quit hounding his protégé to publish more often. He wrote to Oswald Veblen in the winter of 1931, "If you happen to think of it, would you mind jogging Robertson up to get out some of his stuff on mathematical physics? As it is, other people are running away with bits of it under his nose" [Bel 31a ]. Even Robertson's election to the National Academy in 1951 provided Bell with ammunition. "This is something many years overdue, mainly your own fault, for straddling the fence between two sciences and not letting your fellows know on which side your balls hung," he wrote [Bel 51 ]. Robertson, no stranger to such repartee, replied in kind, "Thank you for your obscene congratulations…You attribute the delay in me sitting on the fence with one orchid hanging over on either side; I say they were only waiting for them to shrivel up and drop off before I would be ripe for the honor" [Rob 51b ]. was provided for by a crumb dropped from the physicists' banquet…I was to have got a new man this year, but the money wasn't forthcoming. In the past they have usually paid railway fare to essential meetings; this year that also is cut out, so I shall have to pay my way to New Orleans. However, this depression can't last forever. [Bel 31b] In fact, the Depression dragged on, and no new faculty appointments were made in mathematics until the early 1940s.
Bringing Up the Next Generation
While at Princeton, Ward confided to Robertson that he was not entirely happy with his situation at Caltech. In a letter to H. S. Vandiver at the University of Texas, Robertson said that Ward "would welcome an opportunity for a change; this is, of course, most confidential" [Rob 35b ], and on the same day he wrote to J. Robert Oppenheimer at Berkeley: "The purpose of the present note is to find out whether and to what extent you have the ear of Evans or other influential people in the Mathematics Department. Because if you have, they might be interested to know…that Morgan Ward has always had a soft spot in his heart for Berkeley…I have gotten to know Ward much better this [year] and have reason to believe he would by no means resent an opportunity for a change" [Rob 35c ]. Ward in fact received a promotion and a raise at Caltech soon after his return, prompting Robertson to remark, "I suppose that makes things look different there, doesn't it? I must say it increases my respect for your Chief [Millikan] " [Rob 35d ].
Angus Taylor, Aristotle Michal's first student and one of his best, was another promising star. Taylor and the other graduate students in mathematics at Caltech in the 1930s were pushed to the research frontier as quickly as possible. Because he already knew the theory of functions of a complex variable, Taylor In Millikan, in his letter to Michal explaining his decision to appoint Dilworth instead of Michal's former student, assured him that "there has never been any question about the excellence of Taylor's teaching work," while advancing an argument that Michal was in no position to challenge: "Our trustees thought it undesirable to try to run the risk of creating unpleasant feeling between UCLA and the California Institute by trying to pull Taylor away from them…and so decided to try to get Dilworth here for next fall. There is of course never anything permanent about a first appointment" [Mil 42 ]. Dilworth returned to Caltech as an assistant professor in 1943 and two years later was promoted to associate professor. In the last year of the war, he served as an analyst with the 8th Air Force in Great Britain. In 1951 Dilworth would become a full professor (and a major figure in lattice theory), and while continuing his research in algebra he also worked in other fields, including probability theory and statistics.
Bell was disappointed by the turn of events. If Millikan wanted a mathematician more tuned to applied mathematics, then Robertson was the man. Others on the campus, including Ward and von Kármán, who had turned to Robertson for help on a turbulence problem during his Pasadena sabbatical, also plugged for Robertson. But Millikan, as Bell wrote to Robertson, was unwilling to "spend any real money," and Bell "frankly" saw "no chance until, if ever, Pa [Millikan] retires and a more enlightened financial policy is adopted" [Bell 42 ].
In 1945 Robert Millikan retired as Caltech's head, and the following year physicist Lee A. DuBridge became the institute's president. Substantial salary increases went into effect shortly after DuBridge took office. Bell's original band of mathematicians also passed into history: Harry Bateman, the AMS's Gibbs lecturer in 1943, died three years later en route to New York to receive an award from the Institute of Aeronautical Sciences. 8 Aristotle Michal died of heart disease in 1953. That year, E. T. Bell retired from Caltech, twenty-seven years after coming to Pasadena. The transformation of the mathematics faculty, which Millikan had largely regarded as a service department, into a first-class research group began under the inspired leadership of H. Frederic Bohnenblust, who arrived as a full professor of mathematics in 1946. Applied mathematics as a distinct discipline came to Caltech in the mid-1960s. To avoid friction with the pure mathematicians, it was organized as a research school within Caltech's engineering division.
Bell's Legacy
Whereas Bell was a prolific writer of novels, poetry, and science fiction under his pseudonym of John Taine, he achieved true rock star recognition, or something approaching it, among mathematicians and nonmathematicians alike for Men of Mathematics [Bel 37 [Bel 45 ]. This was a sweeping account of the history of mathematics, starting with its beginnings in ancient Babylonia and Egypt and charting its progress to 1945.
Readers of The Development of Mathematics will require some mathematical sophistication to fully appreciate it. In his review in Isis, I. Bernard Cohen, the dean of American historians of science at that time, wrote, "Within one restriction, the present book is excellent; that restriction consists in the fact that it really begins on p. 99, with ch. 7: 'The Beginning of Modern Mathematics, 1637-1687.' In the first 98 pages, there are many statements that one will take exception to" [Coh 41]. Cohen's objections included Bell's breezy description of al-Khwarizmi's algebraic methods ("a psychiatrist might say it was the death instinct having its way") and "the grand manner" in which Bell demolished Plato's detractors ("Of all changes that mathematical thought has suffered in the past 2,300 years, the profoundest is the twentiethcentury conviction, apparently final, that Plato's conception of mathematics was and is fantastic nonsense of no possible value to anyone"). Like Cohen, most reviewers gave the book high praise while also calling attention to Bell's unorthodox style. D. R. Curtiss, writing in National Mathematics Magazine, noted, "After a few drier pages there is always a pungent remark on human frailties, a bit of grim humor, sometimes an aside of a half page or more on what dictators are doing to mathematics, and what philosophers or theologians would do if they could" [Cur 41]. Rudolph Langer, who reviewed the book for Science, probably spoke for many when he declared, "The presentation of the whole is admirable. It is flowing and graceful and often characterized by a genuine and delightful humour" [Lan 41].
Bell also had his detractors, some of whom accused him of being flippant. Reviewers of Men of Mathematics complained of his inclination to sacrifice historical accuracy for a more colorful story. The most blatant example is his exaggerated account of the life of Évariste Galois, who died at twenty following a celebrated duel. Did Galois really create group theory in its entirety during the last night before the duel? Not according to Tony Rothman, who in Genius and Biographers: The Fictionalization of Evariste Galois" [Rot 82] accuses Bell of inventing history. Based on his research on Galois, Rothman concludes that Bell "consciously or unconsciously saw his opportunity to create a legend … Unfortunately, if this was Bell's intent, he succeeded." Today's historians of mathematics are even less generous in their praise of Bell as a historian. Ann Hibner Koblitz, who has written about Sonia Kovalevskaya, thinks " [Bell] might well become known to future generations of mathematicians and historians as the legend maker of the history of mathematics. It is to him that mathematicians are largely indebted for distorted impressions of their predecessors" [Joc- This book of marked originality is of vital interest to advanced students in various branches of mathematics, including the theory of numbers, abstract algebra, elliptic and theta functions, Bernoullian numbers and functions and the foundation of mathematics… A leading feature of the book seems to the reviewer to be its success in a systematic attempt to find a unified theory for each of various important problems in the theory of numbers, influence lay. As a historian of mathematics, Bell ridiculed the late eighteenth-century German combinatorial school, labeling it a "ridiculous interlude" [Man 75]. Bell ridiculed the German formal manipulation of binomial and multinomial coefficients and formal expansion of powers of infinite series. It seems like a strange edict for someone as well versed in the combinatorial art as Bell himself! "Bell [was an] inveterate combinatorialist and number theorist, [a] person well versed in operations with series" [Gou 74]. There is some irony that the revival of combinatorial analysis was brought about in large part by the advent of the computer and the wholesale creation of branches of mathematics to minister to computer science, for if mathematics was a science that stood on its own, as Bell seemed to think, his own work with the greatest impact was that which was pressed into the service of other sciences. If Bell abhorred the applied mathematician, he nevertheless helped to open up new areas of applied mathematics in spite of himself. Millikan, his old nemesis, would have been tickled to death! For all the clairvoyance, wit, and sagacity that ushered forth from the pen of Bell the science fiction writer, Bell the mathematician never could have foreseen or anticipated the uses to which his work would be put after his death.
